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Bhubaneswar (KCN): Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik has
reaffirmed
his

partment of Labor &
ESI (DoLE) in collaboration
with
UNICEF, which was

Comprehensive
Communication Plan
will be rolled out during this year.

survey and now fresh
survey is conducted
in the State and results will be out soon,

Government’s resolve to end child labor in all forms in the
State.
Mr.Patnaik while
twitting on the World
Day against Child
Labor has said “ I reaffirm resolve to end
Child Labor in all
forms in Odisha.
Lets’ take a stand. Say
No to Child Labor”.
Sending the message to the State
Level Program organized by the Department of Labor & ESI,
Mr.Patnaik has urged
to take steps in this
regard.
The World Day
against Child Labor
was observed here on
12 June by the De-

inaugurated
by
Prafulla Samal, Minister Women & Child
Development.
Susant Singh,
Minister Labor &
ESI presided over the
function, where Principal Secretary Labor
& ESI G Srinivas,
UNICEF Odisha
Chief Yumi Bae and
Labor Commissioner
Sachin R Jadav spoke
at length for a “Child
Labor Free and Child
Friendly Odisha”.
In fact the sustainable Development Goal (SDG) of
the Odisha Government envisages for
complete stop of
Child Labor by 2025.
And accordingly a

The Plan is formulated in collaboration with UNICEF
and other Stake holders to bring elimination of Child Labor in
the State.
For complete
elimination of Child
Labor a State Action
Plan was formulated
in 2014, which is being implemented in a
coordinated manner.
Action Plan also
spells out Preventive
Methods for eradication of Child Labor.
In order to eliminated Child Labor,
DoLE has started
fresh survey of Child
Labor in all the 30
districts. Twenty
years ago there was a

officials say.
On completion of
the survey Special
Training Centers will
be opened to enroll
the Child Labor
within 14 years.
These children
will be imparted
bridge education, vocational training mid
day meal, stipend,
health care and recreation. The ultimate
objective is to prepare
them
to
be
mainstreamed into
formal system of education.
Adolescents(15-18) years
will be linked under
different Skill Development Programs,
which are being organized by the State
Government.
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CM lauds 3 DMs

Bhubaneswar (KCN): Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik was
happy with practical
suggestions presented by the District
Collectors.
And he lauded
specifically three
District CollectorsAshish Thakre, Collector
Balangir,
Arindam Dakua, Collector Nayagarh and
Bhupendra Singh
Poonia, Collector
Dhenkanal for their
positive and out of
box thinking.
The Workshop of
Collectors today deliberated on citizencentric services to the
people of the State as
five groups of Collectors were formed to
suggest ways to
strengthen the process and give their
suggestion to the
government. A c cording to sources,
five groups formed
deliberated on issues
concerning rural
housing, drinking
water, paddy procurement from farmers,
Forest Rights Act,
various farmers’ oriented schemes and
students in State.
Every group had
two moderators each
who deliberated on
the issues separately,
the sources added.
They said Chief
Minister Mr.Patnaik
moved from room to
room where the
groups were busy de-

liberating and sought
their view points.
He was happy
with the ‘Practical’
suggestions received
from the groups on
the first day of the
three-day workshop,
the sources added.
While Rural Development Secretary
Bishnupada Sethi and
Energy Secretary
Hemant
Sharma
moderated for Group
I, BDA Vice Chairman Krishan Kumar
and MD State Health
Corporation
Rabindra P Singh
moderated Group II,
the sources said.
Group III was
moderated by IDCO
CMD Sanjay Singh
and Watershed Mission Director Sujata
Karthikeyan, Group
IV by Panchayati Raj
Director
Roopa
Mishra Technical
Education Director
Balwant Singh and
Group V by Health &
Family Welfare Secretary PK Meherda
and CEO State Skill
Development Authority,
Rajesh
Prabhakar Patil, they
added.
The Groups interacted among themselves in the Chief
Minister’s Conference Hall, Conference Halls of Revenue & Disaster
Management Department, Finance Department, Third Floor
Conference Hall and

Planning & Coordi-

Special Secretary

nation Department
Hall, the sources
added.
Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik,
Chief
Secretary
Aditya Prasad Padhi
visited the five rooms
where these groups
engaged in deliberations.

General Administration Ashok Kumar
Meena coordinated
the workshop which
was attended by Additional Chief Secretaries, Principal Secretaries, Secretaries
and other senior officials, the sources
said.

NDA government muzzling media, says Rahul Gandhi
BENGALURU(KCN): AICC vicepresident
Rahul
Gandhi on Monday
accused the NDA
government of muzzling freedom of expression and trying to
force the media into
silence.
Speaking at an
event organised to release a commemorative edition of the
Congress party newspaper National Herald, Rahul Gandhi
said the Dalits are being beaten up, minorities are frightened and bureaucrats
and journalists are not
being allowed to
speak the truth.
"The government
is trying to silence everyone. Those who
speak the truth are
being
pushed
around,'' he said.
Referring to his
visit last week to
Madhya Pradesh

when he was not allowed to enter the
state to meet the families of farmers who
died in police firing,
Rahul Gandhi said,
"When I asked the
policemen under
what law they were
stopping me from entering the state, they
told me there was no
law but they were
only carrying out orders. That is the situation in the country
today."
Quoting Soviet
poet
Yevgeny
Yevtushenko, he
added, "When truth is
replaced by silence,
the silence is a lie."
The Congress
veep said, "Everybody knows what the
truth is. But they are
scared to say it."
Vice-president
Mohammad Hamid
Ansari released the
National Herald commemorative publica-

tion to celebrate 70
years of India's independence.
Efforts to revive
the newspaper started
amid a legal battle
launched by BJP
leader Subramanian
Swamy, who has
filed a criminal complaint against Congress president Sonia
Gandhi,
Rahul
Gandhi and others.
In his private
criminal complaint,
Swamy accused the
Gandhis and others
of conspiring to misappropriate funds by
paying only Rs 50
lakh through which
Young Indian Pvt.
Ltd obtained the right
to recover Rs 90.25
crore, which its publisher, Associate
Journals Ltd (AJL),
owed to the Congress
party. The Gandhis
and the other accused
-- Motilal Vora, Oscar
Fernandes, Suman

Dubey and Sam

nied the allegations
levelled against them.

Court had recently

Income Tax proceed-

India Ltd in the Na-

Pitroda -- have de-

The Delhi High

declined to stay the

ings against Young

tional Herald case.
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Priyanka Chopra stuns as Victoria Leeds in new Baywatch poster
NEW DELHI(KCN): The one actress
who believes being
bad can be "so good"
is none other than
Bollywood’s Desi
girl Priyanka Chopra.
The global star,
who is all set for her
Hollywood debut, recently shared a scintillating poster from
‘Baywatch’ saying,
"Being bad can be so
good. Coming soon.
Donning a red
off-shoulder dress,
Priyanka looks hot as
Victoria Leeds in the
new poster.
The Seth Gordon-directorial is
based on the television series of the
same name and stars
Dwayne Johnson,
Zac Efron, Alexandra
Daddario, Kelly
Rohrbach, Jon Bass,
Ilfenesh Hadera,
Yahya Abdul-Mateen
II, David Hasselhoff
and Pamela Anderson.

‘Phillauri’ gives first wedding song of 2017
NEW DELHI(KCN): Here’s a brand
new Punjabi track to
be added to your
playlist which is also
a perfect wedding
number.
‘Phillauri’s second track, titled
‘Whats Up’, is a wedding song that sees
how preparations for
Suraj and Mehreen's
wedding are on in full

swing while Anushka
Sharma, who plays a
ghost, continues to
haunt the groom.
The video also
shows us the love
story
between
Anushka and Diljit
from the old era.
The number is
sung by Mika Singh
and Jasleen Royal,
and the lyrics are

penned by Aditya
Sharma.
The ‘Sultan’ star
shared the song on
Twitter with the caption, “Hey WhatsUp?
Here’s the bride with
the 1st wedding song
this
season
#WhatsUp @TSeries
@OfficialCSFilms
@foxstarhindi.”

Rangoon movie celeb review: Kangana Ranaut, Shahid
Kapoor film tagged brilliant, Bollywood gives thumbs up
A passionate and lyrical romance, superb
performances and
heart-wrenching
drama — these are
just a few of the re-

Vishal Bhardwaj and
his cast held special
previews
for
Bollywood stars. And
it seems, Bollywood
liked what it saw.

enchanting era woven together by love
that you can die for
#Vishalbhardwaj is
simply #Hollywood
#Rangoon????.” Ac-

#SaifAliKhan
#KanganaRanaut.”
He further wrote,
“Nawab Malik,U
were outstanding!
Perfect justice to D

Weds Manu and
Raanjhanaa, took to
Twitter to share his
views about the film.
He posted, “You can
only describe #

views that Kangana
Ranaut,
Shahid
Kapoor and Saif Ali
Khan-starrer
Rangoon is getting
from Bollywood
celebs. The film is all
set to hit the screens
on February 24 but

Actor Randeep
Hooda, who got to
see the film at the special screening, expressed his views
about the film and the
ace director. He
posted, “Go on a lyrical trip to a bygone

tor Suniel Shetty
wrote on Twitter,
“Another masterpiece
by
# Vi s h a l B h a r d w a j
Power packed performances & magical
cinematography!
Cinema at its best!

character!Loved
meeting Mira, such a
sweetheart. God
bless
U
both
@shahidkapoor
#Rangoon.”
Director Aanand
L Rai, who has given
us films like Tanu

Rangoon with one
word, Passion. Complex characters dealt
in a very passionate
way, # Vishalbhardwaj forte.”
WATCH
Kangana Ranaut:
Bollywood
Not

Ready For Women
Who Speak Their
Mind
Kangana Ranaut:
Bollywood
Not
Ready For Women
Who Speak Their
Mind
He
further
posted, “Luved Julia
portrayed
by
#kangana.
@
vshahidkapoor is 1 of
d most fearless actors
we have.#Saif sir it’s
so easy 2 fall in luv
wid u.#Rangoon.”
Lyricist Prasoon
Joshi tweeted, “Another Intense n layered
performance#KanganaRanaut
#Rangoon #Vishalbhardwaj intricate
wrk@shahidkapoor
shines
bright#
SaifAliKhan effortless.”
Apurva Asrani
also tweeted after
watching the film. He
wrote, “The master of
mise en scene abandons the Bard for a
Bardwaj original.
#Rangoon has a
smokin hot Shahid, a
reborn Saif & a brilliant Kangana.”
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Microsoft Azure to be
Rupee plunges to week
exclusive cloud partner low of 64.44, upcoming US
for BankChain
monetary policy in focus
CHENNAI(KCN):
BankChain, a platform for banks in India to explore, build,
and
implement
blockchain solutions,
has
selected
Microsoft Azure as
their exclusive cloud
partner.
As part of this
partnership, the 20
BankChain members
that include State
Bank of India (SBI),
ICICI Bank, DCB
Bank, Kotak Bank,
Bank of Baroda,
Deutsche Bank and
others, will use
Microsoft Azure
Blockchain as the underlying blockchain
platform.
Microsoft will
work closely with
Primechain Technologies, the driving
force behind the
BankChain consortium, to develop various blockchain use
cases. The first active
project
is
Primechain-KYC, a
permission based
blockchain for inte-

grated and shared
know your customer
(KYC), anti-money
laundering and countering the financing
of terrorism.
"The partnership
with BankChain underscores our commitment to enable the
digital transformation
of the BFSI sector in
India. Blockchain is
one of the most exciting innovations in
this sector and we at
Microsoft are leading
this trend by offering
the best-in-class
Azure Blockchain offering. We look forward to working with
stakeholders like
Primechain to make
this partnership a success" said Peter
Gartenberg, general
manager, Enterprise
and Partner Group,
Microsoft.
SBI's Collaborative Innovation Centre (CIC) along with
other banks in
BankChain will start
testing and validating
various Primechain

Blockchain Pilots on
Microsoft Azure
Cloud nodes.
Sudin Baraokar,
head, innovation,
SBI, said, "Azure will
help enable agile
Cloud nodes build
and configuration.
This will propel the
BankChain consortium members to
work together as a
unified team."
Prasanna Lohar,
head, innovation,
DCB Bank, believes,
"With Microsoft we
will see immense
blockchain transformation to address enhancements like provision of interface,
interoperability, security, ease of integration with other systems, etc. We anticipate seeing a great
technology architecture
build
on
Microsoft Azure
which will help us
build the Blockchain
Banking Platform."
According to
KPMG, over the next
quarter, there will

likely be a continued
focus on developing
more robust business
cases for blockchain
solutions, while interest in blockchain will
likely expand further
into the insurance and
asset management
sectors.
The government
is expected to release
regulations
for
fintech, particularly
related to peer-topeer lending, which
could lead to additional activity. From
an overall fintech activity perspective, in
Q1'17 interest grew
in India, and it accounted for around
four of the top ten
deals this quarter.
Payments and lending drove investment
although interest in
AI also increased.
Heading into Q2'17,
AI and blockchain
are expected to remain big bets for
fintech investors in
Asia, in addition to
payments, open data
and data analytics.

MUMBAI(KCN):
In line with equities,
the rupee on Monday
weakened further by
20 paise to end at a
one-week low of
64.44 amid impending Fed rate hike

April and retail inflation numbers for May
- released after market hours.
Forex sentiment
wavered as bit of caution set in ahead of
this week's monetary

weekend's close of
64.24 at the Interbank
Foreign Exchange
(Forex) Market.
It kept drifting
throughout the session impacted by severe dollar pressure

fears.
Investors maintained cautious stance
ahead the release of
key macroeconomic
data - industrial output data (IIP) for

policy decision from
the US Federal Reserve, which is expected to include interest-rate hike.
The local unit
opened sharply lower
at 64.30 against last

and touched an intraday low of 64.46 in
late afternoon deals,
before finishing at
64.44, revealing a
steep loss of 20 paise,
or 31 per cent.
The RBI, mean-

Virat Kohli gives me freedom to express myself: Jasprit Burmrah
LONDON (KCN):
India's new 'King of
Death' Jasprit Bumrah
has done enough to
gain confidence of his

much of confidence in
you that he gives you
freedom to do whatever you want. When
this happens, a young-

tion after team’s win
against South Africa.
With ability to
bowl yorkers at will
during slog overs,

commendable.
Take responsibility for run-outs but
didn't deserve to win:
South Africa batsman

don’t focus on these
things. You can’t just
be labelled as ‘death
bowler’ or a swing
bowler (in case of

the death or at the beginning. The aim is to
stick to a plan and execute it,” Burmrah expressed his reserva-

skipper Virat Kohli,
who in turn has given
him freedom to express himself.
"It feels good that
the captain has so

ster like me can express himself and
show what he is capable of,” man-of-thematch Bumrah said at
a mixed zone interac-

Bumrah is Kohli’s ‘go
to man’ at the death. A
tournament economy
rate of 4.77 for someone who bowls bulk of
his overs in back 10 is

Faf du Plessis
But Bumrah is
against being labelled
as slog overs specialist.
"You know, we

Bhuvneshwar Kumar), whenever you
are given the ball, you
have to contribute.
You bowl according to
situations – whether at

tions being deemed as
a ‘one trick pony’.
Touring England
for the first time,
Bumrah has been
picking Mahendra

Singh Dhoni and
Kohli’s brains.
"I take inputs
from our senior
bowlers who have
played a lot in these
conditions. Our coach
(Anil Kumble), Mahi
Bhai, Virat gives us
tips on what are the
conditions, discuss
plans. It’s of great
help,” Bumrah said.
Like his senior
partner Bhuvneshwar
Kumar, Bumrah also
agreed that there is no
swing available for
bowlers on tracks
which are hard and
good for batting.
"I don’t know as
this is my first visit to
England. I have not
played here earlier but
whatever I heard the
ball swings here quite
a lot. But so far there
has not been any
swing
available.
Bowlers have to adapt
all the time. We focus
on other options – to
contain the batters.”
"The conditions were
favouring the batsmen
and wickets are also
stable. You can’t bowl
full and try to swing
the ball. You have to
contain the batsman
and it worked in our
favour. So even if I
don’t get wickets,
somebody else will get
wickets. That was the
basic plan, to bowl
good, hard lengths,”
he said.
The Gujarat pacer
was all praise for the
fielding unit.

while, fixed the reference rate for the dollar at 64.3407 and for
the euro at 72.1324.
Sluggish domestic equities also impacted the currency
market. Retail inflation fell to a record
low of 2.18 per cent
in May and Industrial
production growth
slipped to 3.1 per cent
in April.
This is the biggest one-day fall for
the home currency in
nearly three-weeks.
However, robust
capital inflows and
weak dollar overseas
cushioned the rupee
fall. Foreign investors and funds have
pumped in nearly $ 2
billion
in
the
country's capital market in the last seven
trading sessions due
to finalisation of GST
rates for bulk of the
items and forecast of
a normal monsoon.
Domestic bourses encountered fresh
bouts of selling pressure following heavy
unwinding in PSU
banking stocks as
sentiment took a hit
after Maharashtra
government agreed to
write off the farm
loans and also ahead
of key data release.
The flagship
Sensex tumbled over
166 points to end at
31,095.70, while
Nifty shed almost 52
points to settle
9,616.40.
On the global
front, the greenback
remained under immense pressure in the
face of UK's political
jitters amid speculative sell-offs with upcoming Fed's meeting taking center
stage.
British pound
steadied after last
weekend crash on
prospect of a "hung
parliament".
The dollar index,
which tracks the US
currency against a
basket of six major
rivals, was down 0.14
per cent at 97.10.
In cross-currency
trades, the rupee
strengthened further
against the pound
sterling to end at
81.83 from 82.07 per
pound, but dropped
further against the
Euro to finish at
72.36 from 71.88 last
Friday.
It also weakened
further against the
Japanese Yen to settle
at 58.66 per 100 yens
from 58.20 earlier.
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ICC Champions Trophy LIVE: Mohammed Had to alter length as white
ball
is
not
swinging:
Amir, Junaid Khan hurt Sri Lanka;
Bhuvneshwar Kumar
Pakistan need 237 to seal semis spot
CARDIFF(KCN):
Fast
bowlers
Mohammed Amir
and Junaid Khan

dens.
Pakistan vs Sri
Lanka Live Ball by
Ball Updates

nation before Hasan
Ali came up with a
fiery spell, in which
he troubled Mendis

back on Pakistan.
Frustration grew
among Pakistan players with Mathews and

combined to polish
off the middle order,
helping Pakistan
bowl out Sri Lanka
for 236 in a virtual
quarterfinal of the
ICC Champions Trophy here today.
Sri
Lanka
looked set for a big
score after being
asked to bat in the final Group B match
but Amir (2/53) and
Junaid (3/40) scripted
a turnaround with fiery spells.
Hasan Ali (3/43)
was another Pakistani
paceman who made
an impact at the start
of the innings.
Opener Niroshan Dickwella (73)
and skipper Angelo
Mathews (39) had put
on a display of resolute batting before
Amir scalped the latter to trigger the collapse at Sophia Gar-

Amir and Junaid
took two wickets
each in the space of
3.2 overs as Sri Lanka
lost four wickets, including the well-set
Mathews
and
Dickwella, for six
runs.
Lower-order
batsmen Suranga
Lakmal (26) and
Asela Gunaratne (27)
offered dogged resistance to take Sri
Lankan innings close
to the 250-run mark.
They added 46 crucial runs for the
eighth wicket.
At the start,
Danuhska Gunathilaka (13) was
scalped early by
Junaid but Dickwella
and Kusal Mendis
(27) stitched a 56run
stand to keep Sri
Lanka going.
Things looked
settled for the Island

with pace and bounce
before eventually
bowling him out.
It
brought
Dinesh Chandimal to
the crease but his stay
was reduced to just
two balls as the batsman dragged one
from Fahim Ashraf
onto his stumps, going for a drive.
Two wickets in
three balls, however,
did not bother Sri
Lanka much as
Dickwella remained
solid at the other end
and soon completed
his half-century with
a
single
off
Mohammed Hafeez.
Skipper Mathews supported his colleague with a patient
knock. The two batsmen rotated the strike
quite easily, which
not only kept the
scoreboard ticking,
but also put pressure

Dickwella raising a
resolute 78-run stand
for the fourth wicket
in 16.1 overs.
Amir
was
brought into the attack and he delivered
with his second ball,
getting
rid
of
Mathews, who miscued a shot and
dragged it onto his
stumps.
It was the first
wicket of the tournament for Amir and it
came at a crucial time
for Pakistan. Junaid
sent back new man
Dhananjaya de Silva
(1) and Amir returned
to dismiss Dickwella,
who fell to a sensational low catch by
wicketkeeper Sarfraz
Ahmed.
Junaid saw the
back of Thisara
Perera to rattle the
Lankan innings.

LONDONKCN): It
is inexplicable when
a white ball refuses to
offer swing for
seamers in English
conditions
and
Bhuvneshwar Kumar
has altered his strategy after failing to
understand why this
is happening during
the ongoing ICC
Champions Trophy
here.
Bhuvneshwar
has bowled 22.3
overs across three
games taking four
wickets for 100 runs
at a very decent
economy rate of 4.44,
given the field restrictions in Powerplays
are loaded heavily in
favour of batsmen.
"It's very difficult to point out why
the ball is not swinging in England. The
wickets are not generally this hard in
England during this
time of the year. During the Champions
Trophy in 2013 and
the next year during
Test series, wickets
were soft.

"Not very soft
that batsmen would
encounter problems
but soft enough for
some deviation,"
Bhuvneshwar told
mediapersons at the
mixed zone after India reached the semifinals. India's leading
seamer is, however,
baffled and failed to
pinpoint whether it is
the quality of white
kookaburra to be
blamed.
"I don't know
whether that's the reason or something to
do with the quality of
the balls, but as everyone is watching
that it's difficult for
the bowlers to get
swing."
Swing bowlers
normally have to
pitch it up in order to
either move the ball
away or into the batsman
but
Bhuvneshwar decided to hold the
length back a little in
order to stifle runs.
Something he
successfully did
against South African

duo of Quinton de
Kock and Hashim
Amla during their 76run opening stand.
"When the ball
doesn't swing then
you have to alter the
length. You have to
bowl a bit back of the
length. Normally, we
bowl fuller lengths to
get wickets but here
we are holding the
length back.
"The par score is
300 and the main aim
is to take wickets and
if, then build up adequate pressure so
that we can get wickets later to restrict
them to a small total,"
Bhuvneshwar explained.
But doesn't a
bowler feel helpless
when there is nothing
to look forward to
and that too in England, a dream destination for bowlers.
"In these circumstances, the idea is
not to bowl at their
strengths. Look, they
will still find ways to
score but idea was to
keep it at bare mini-

mum. I feel the pressure that we created
in the first 15 overs
helped us get wickets
later on, not to forget
the three brilliant runouts," he added.
According to
Bhuvneshwar, one of
the main factors that
worked during the
South Africa match
was the 40 runs that
they saved in the second
Powerplay,
thereby increasing
the pressure on the
opponents.
"When (Quinton) De Kock and
(Hashim) Amla were
batting, we knew that
their strategy was to
not lose too many
wickets till the 30th
over, before going for
the kill. But our plan
was to ensure that we
build pressure with
dot balls. "The 40
runs that we saved
during the second
Powerplay helped. If
you are only 130 at
the end of 30th over,
you are mentally under pressure."

Silva and Costa on target as
Spain beat plucky Macedonia
Plucky Macedonia
gave Spain a tough
test in their World Cup
Group G qualifier in
Skopje on Sunday but
despite a superb goal
from Stefan Ristovski
the Spaniards still ran
out 2-1 winners thanks
to goals from David
Silva and Diego
Costa.
Spain quickly unlocked
the
Macedonian defence
in the 15th minute,
Andres Iniesta chipping a pass to Jordi
Alba who pulled it
back to Silva who

turned and shot to
open the scoring.
Macedonia
poured their energy
into chasing another
goal but it never came.
The win means Spain
remain top of Group G
on goal difference
ahead of Italy, who
comfortably beat
Liechtenstein 5-0 in
Udine.
"We knew it was
going to be a complicated game," defender
Sergio Ramos told
Spanish broadcaster
TVE.
"The aim was to

get the three points
and we knew it was
going to be difficult."
Spain somehow failed
to convert a huge
amount of possession
into goals, despite
coming in behind the
Macedonian defence
seemingly at will in
the first half.
On the few occasions they lost the ball,
the Spaniards won it
back quickly and resumed their patient
probing of the
Macedonian defence
but too often the final
ball let them down.

Defending deep
for much of the game,
the Macedonians
made a few forays forward on the counterattack but they rarely
managed to trouble
David De Gea until
Ristovski's frenetic
charge from the halfway line ended with
him firing into the top
right corner.
Spain will host
Italy in their next
qualifying game while
Macedonia, who are
second from bottom of
the group on three
points, travel to thirdplaced Israel, who lost
3-0 to Albania.
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